
Why a career title doesn’t matter in

Healthy Retirement

SMART Action Steps to “OWN YOU,” the

second step in YOU Planning™.

Two months ago we introduced YOU Planning™

where we discussed: YOU ARE THE MOST

IMPORTANT PIECE OF THE RETIREMENT

EQUATION.  

In this month’s article, we will present: 

When I moved to New York City, titles and

income mattered. Status and relationships

mattered. It mattered that the assignments

were intellectually challenging. It mattered that

I worked for a top-tier global consulting firm.

Slowly, I found myself identifying with my title

and overnight, my whole identity became the

job. That mindset led to me tying my entire self-

worth to a career built on the success of the

company.   

I was successful, hungry, and after many

decades of working non-stop, I was burned out,

lacked direction, and suffered from a first time

health scare. Late one night, I thought about my

retirement, and realized I was struggling. This

corporate lifestyle was no longer sustainable. I

wanted the freedom to expand past the 
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corporate system and be proud of the way I lived

my life. In that moment, I chose not to allow a

title to define me because I felt bigger than that

title. I was a whole and complete person, title or

not. A huge weight was lifted from me.   

The Great Resignation Redefines Titles:

Several months later, our country witnessed the

great resignation. What was the impetus to

drive a mass resignation across various age

groups, including senior executives? Was it

COVID fear, or was it this corporate lifestyle no

longer served our new purpose? In a 2022 PWC

Global Workforce Hopes and Fears Study: “…

money isn’t enough by itself to retain workers…

Job fulfillment and the ability to be one’s true

self at work were ranked second and third

among employees considering a job change.” 

The great resignation redesigned traditional

retirement. We are now living 30 to 50 years

longer in retirement. Approximately 75 percent

of workers plan to get a new job after they

retire, according to an annual study from

Employee Benefit Research Institute. How we

live a healthy retirement is our choice, and

understanding our “why” supersedes any title

achieved. I wish I had known this earlier in life. 



What matters most to you in retirement?

How will you reinvent yourself?

To clarify your healthy retirement ask

yourself: 

In a The Wall Street Journal recent report,

many employees are “…shifting into new

industries and careers that offer higher wages

or better align with their values.” This new value

alignment will support an easier transition into

retirement. Even if you pursue full time work

post-career, a title will not define you because

you have found fulfillment that is greater than

your title. 

 

For those of you who struggle, let me offer

“OWN YOU.” 

What does it mean to own you? This means

owning all of who you are, including your

thoughts and actions. We all possess collective

wisdom, and we know life’s road is never

straight. Many times, life throws us a curveball. 

Most executives report it’s about owning your

mindset and what matters most is how you

navigate that curveball.  Your mindset impacts

how you make sense of you and the world. 

Having a mindset that is aimed at growth and

curiosity keeps us sharp, and ready to face all the

joys and challenges life has to offer.

SMART ACTION STEPS:

   1. Acquire a Growth Mindset.

   2. Expand You.

   3. OWN YOU!

Acquire a growth mindset:

Carol Dweck, an American psychologist who

created a growth mindset theory built on

neuroplasticity, states that intelligence isn’t

fixed.  That means you can get smarter! 

What matters the most to you right now? 

What are you excited about for the future? 

What legacy have you been building?

I am growth minded, and I OWN ME!

Acquiring a growth mindset will allow you to

learn even more. Further, when challenges block

your way, owning a growth mindset supports

you to persevere through those curveballs.

Expand YOU:

When we own our power, we are unstoppable.

We are our own best CEO, however YOU may be

the hardest company you have ever led. How

can you take your transferable skill sets,

strengths, and superpowers to redefine who you

are becoming? 

 

Imagine one to five years from now, and then

five to twenty years. What does your healthy

retirement look like?

Journal your findings.  Allow the data to inform

your growth mindset.   

Own YOU:

Practice this affirmation to guide your healthy

retirement transformation:

I will leave you with a poignant quote from

Arthur Brooks, a NY Times Best Selling Author:

“If you are a human that's defined by work, if

you objectify yourself with respect to your job,

you're frankly going to miss most of the

important things that can make you happy.”

Here’s to your healthy retirement that you

OWN!
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